**Snowball's Chance** 1 1 2
If this skill wounds its target, they gain wounds until they are knocked out.

**Iceblade** 1 5 5
Hit Effect: If the target has , , or , it gains 1 wound.

**Icebolt** 3 7 3
Hit Effect: 

**Forward, Minions!** 4 - -
Move each Cold Bones that is within range up to 2 hexes.

**Frosty Glance** 3 5 -
Hit Effect: Move Morrigan up to 1 hex towards the target.

**Frost Forged**
Morrigan gains a +2 bonus for boons instead of a +1 bonus.

**Slayer Champion**
A slayer moves the turn token +1 step when they knock out an enemy champion.

**Brain Freeze**
After an enemy model uses a skill to knock out one or more Cold Bones, the enemy model gains .

**Intense Cold**
This skill has +1 for each Cold Bones adjacent to the target.

**Chill Out**
This skill has +1 for each Cold Bones adjacent to the target. Hit Effect: 

**So Cool, Mistress!**
If Morrigan is within range, she gains or .
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